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Context -Introduction
A large amount of results exists today on mobile robot navigation, most of them related to indoor environmcnts.
As for outdoor navigation, most of the works concern environments wherein obstacles are rather structured, and the terrain mostly flat (e.g. road following [1] • The information on the robot and the environment is mostly acquired through the robot's own sensors. :
These constraints rule out direct teleoperation as well as telerobotics approaches, and point towards robots with important autonomous capacities : the environment being poorly known and the communication possibilities very poor, the mission can only be predefined at a task-level in general, not in its every details. The robot must then build and maintain its own representations of the environment, upon which it autonomously reasons and plans the actions to perform in order to fulfill the mission.
As opposed to behavior-based control schemes [6], we favor the development of a global architecture with two main parts to tackle this challenge [7, 2] : an operating station for mission programming and supervision, and a remote robot system 1 able to interpret the mission and execute it autonomously. The operating station includes the necessary functions that allow a human to (i) build an executable robotic I not necessarily a single one.
mission that can be interpreted and executed by the robot, (as opposed to a higher level description of objectives)
; and to (it) supervise its execution, taking into account the delays and communication constraints.
Its presence essentially ensues from the following considerations : • 3D planned navigation : On uneven or highly cluttered areas, the "obstacle" notion is closely linked with the constraints on the robot attitude, and therefore constrains the robot heading position. Planning a trajectory on such areas is a much more difficult task [15] that requires a detailed modeling of the terrain. In our case, the 3D planner builds its own data structure on the basis of an elevation map, computed on a regular Cartesian grid (section 4.4).
Localization
The internal localization sensors of the robot (odome- 
Memory Management
The main drawback of maintaining global representations is memory occupancy, that rapidly becomes huge if they covers large areas, especially when using bitmap representations and elevation maps. To cope with this, we are currently developing a "forgetting" functionality : the area surrounding the robot, with a size limited by the sensor capacities, is fldly described, whereas the remaining already perceived terrain is structured in a more compact way. The key point here is to determine the informations one must not forget : for the purpose of long range navigation, we consider that only the connection graph and the localization model are necessary to maintain.
We consider two different ways to implement this : the first one is to take advantage of the global bitmap region structuration, or of any other classical data com- When a pixel has already been perceived, the possible conflict with the new perception is solved by comparing the label confidence values. This process is illustrated in figure 6 : the area originally labeled "obstacle" in front of the first position (left image) is split into two smaller obstacle areas plus a flat area when perceived from a smaller distance (right image). Many experiments have proved the robustness of this fusion method. 
Fine Modeling
When an uneven area has to be crossed, it must be precisely modeled in order to plan a secure trajectory.
We use for that purpose a generic interpola- 3. And finally evaluation of the contribution of the predicted task, in the context of the current need.
The main point here is to faithfully model the logical sensor to use ("classifier", "peak extractor",...), as in section 4.1.
As an example, let's examine a perceptual task selec-tion : suppose thesearch in thegraphderived a need toenhance theconfidence value ofacertain area. From theintermediate goal selected, thefollowing procedure is run : 1. Foreachpixelof theglobal bitmapsurroundingthesensor (withintheLRFdistance limit),thevisibility constraint is checked usingthe elevation value encoded in thepixel;
2. The current confidence label(Equal to zeroif thepixelhasnot yetbeenperceived) of each perceivablepixelis compared to a theoretical "meanconfidence value"thesensor canbring(deduced fromthe curves of figure5). This comparison permitsto estimatethe amount of information the sensor canprovide.
3. Finally,the usefulness of tile predicted taskis estimated, andtheconsideration of otherconstraints (allowed time,maximal sensor fieldof view...)defines itsparameters, ie. perception direction, the LRF scanning mode, the field of view...
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The EDEN Experiment
All the concepts.and processes described in this paper are currently being integrated in the context of the "EDEN" experiment. it is a 20 by 50 meters area, composed of flat, sloppy, uneven rocky areas, and of big obstacle rocks. The canonical task is "GoTo Landmark", the environment being initially totally unknown. The goal landmark is currently a 2D pattern detected and localized in a luminance image.
We have performed several "reach that goal" experiments using only the 2D motion planner in the crossable zones, and a "discovery" strategy. After a few "perceive -analyze plan" steps, (from 3 to 10, depending on the chosen path) Adam reaches the target located at an approximatively 30 meter distance from its starting point. The whole processing time does not exceed half a minute at each step, but due to the slow motion of the robot (its maximum speed is 28 cm/s) and the LR.F image acquisition time, ADAM takes generally about 15 minutes to execute its mission.
We have also performed experiments using only the 3D motion planner; for this sake, we have partially integrated the following functions : fine terrain modeling, localization procedures and 3D trajectory planning on uneven terrain s to be improved and better validated. Feedback provided by the real data gathered during the experiments is here an essential information.
* The integration of a stereovision correlation algorithm would enhance the perception capabilities, by providing dense 3D and color data on a particular area. We could then address natural landmark recognition, and estimate the physical nature of the soil during the classification procedure.
. We currently only experimented the 2D navigation mode and the 3D navigation mode apart. Mixing both modes with a reflex one requires the development of "smart" navigation strategies. This topic needs particularly
to be better formalized and tested ; the idea of developing exploration strategies in a topological connection graph whose arcs are valued with a certain confidence, while having the possibility of raising up this confidence (by acquiring data), appears to be promising.
• Memory management and consistency management of the models is a bottleneck to the execution of very long missions. The "sliding bitmap" concept we briefly presented has to be implemented and tested.
• Finally, improving the robot speed is fundamental, if not vital. The robot computing capacities should be better exploited, by implementing a kind of "pipeline" architecture.
